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Twice

Carter Tree (February Snow / May 1)
Effie Johnson

Second Glance
Ren Mawhinney

Emotions drip, spill, and gush onto the paper
Before pouring out in a flood of graphite etches
Only to be looked at days later in objectivity
A case study of the breaking heart
Everything changes at a second glance

Footnote To Augustine
Calvin Cummings

We lounge at the expense of lounging
like some lazy tabby now vexed
in the shade because
the sun has moved
like hungry alabaster Narcissus drooping
to himself
like an ice-weighted Georgian
conifer
we are
pulling shoes off by the heel
leaving the untying, tying
for the you and I and we
of tomorrow.

the sound of doors
Rachel Krumenacker

Bernadette couldn’t disguise the fluorescent canned peaches,
not even in her cracked blue-and-white china Grandma had given her for a wedding present,
because I had heard the can opener over the gunshots on the tv.
Last night somebody got killed a block from where I was standing
on the corner of Applebee’s and the drugstore
while we were waiting for a table.
A man rushed up and counted out on his fingers the gunshots we all had heard –
“one-two-three-four-”
– with his eyes squeezed shut, concentrating.
A policeman rushed out of the drugstore.
We were all laughing again by the time the hostess finally called our party.
The peach slices wriggled in liquid the color of stomach acid,
as Bernadette appeared behind the couch,
offering me canned peaches.
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I stood up before she expected and knocked the bowl onto her shirt.
On my way to the creek, I slammed the screen door, back and forth on its hinges,
one-two-three-fourand I wondered how loud the slamming sounded to her .
The last time Grandpa stayed over
I wore pigtails
Most of his sentences started with for-god’s-sake-Bernadette
and he told me that the louder a screen door slammed, the more you cared for the person doing
the slamming.
My mother told him he was morbid.
“For-God’s-sake-Bernadette-” he started again
and I slammed my way out of the house.
That summer my bare feet were tougher than I was.
Dogs and dead tree branches littered the lawns in my neighborhood,
and I counted the days not by X’s on a calendar,
but by when I’d last been to the creek.
Day (one, two, three,) fourThe oppressive heat smelled swarthy and earthen, like the historical army barracks down the road
from my house
that my fourth grade class visited, once, on a field trip.
After nightfall, when the park was supposed to be closed,
I would sneak out our kitchen screen door, squeeze my chubby legs under the chainlink fence,
and tiptoe into the log cabins to play house.
I would make the former bed of General Anonymous, 144th Division,
fluff the pillows of Sergeant Bygone,
cook grass and pinecone salad in the cast-iron skillets,
and write riddles in the dirt floor for the staff to find the next morning.
“What can go up the chimney down
but can’t go down the chimney up?”
Some girl quit her summer job giving tours there
because she didn’t know I wasn’t a ghost.
At the end of the week I got back before sundown,
and I never heard the door slam
but Grandpa’s suitcases were gone.
One-two-three-fourtimes the plastic-and-wire screen ricocheted against wood frame. The peach juice spots
on Bernadette’s shirt were still damp.
I ran a towel under the kitchen faucet.
When I asked about the sound of doors,
dabbing and pressing at her collar of fraying chambray,
Bernadette said
that once she heard the screen bang in the middle of the night
because I snuck out to sit in the street and watch a thunderstorm.
I remembered.
She had brought me an umbrella.
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Untitled No. 1
Hope Johnson
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Psalm 73
Evan Weir

Along my path a thousand times, I nearly slip’d and fell.
With these dim eyes that grope with lust, I spied some wicked men.
They are not poor, with food they’re stuffed; they gloat that “All is well!”
With pride they scoff about their king, shouting with fatty grins,
“How can a king one cannot see play judge for all our sin?”
A necklace ‘round their rounder necks is built with beads of pride.
“In vain I clean my heart,” I cry, “if they are not condemned!”
Rebuked and tired I sought to learn why justice then had died.
But when I came into this light, and saw him there enthroned;
so clear I saw the fate of they who far from him are found.
They were destroyed. Yes, swept away; into the pit were thrown.
A sea of wrath they there did meet and in it’s flood they drown’d.
Oh let me not then for a day turn from this road I walk.
For now I see with these blind eyes that God shall be my rock.

Untitled No. 2
Hope Johnson
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This Fog

Calvin Cummings
In this blanket
which fades what is farther
in these particular particles
this coming grey
all rolls around and down
and when it sweeps before it settles
I feel in a broken moment
unwarmed and at home.

its such a beautiful day
Matt Schmincke

i remember seeing half of a carnival
with bright lights
and fast rides
and fun games
and i remember thinking how much fun
i would have with my brother at
that half of a carnival
but the light turned green
and that half of a carnival turned into
street lights and road signs and the
sound of my parents crying in the front seat and
i remember seeing half of a hospital
with red lights
and sad people
and no games
and i remember my mother holding me tight and saying
‘i’m sorry, i’m sorry, i’m sorry...’
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Place

Den

Christina Schuman

Templeton, Ca (Far From Simple)
Shannon Hunt

Almond butter on toast. Banana on the side.
The Keurig machine blinks incessant blue in the corner
of my eye as if to say “you need me, you need me”.
I never fight.
Life is simple and today is the day we bake cookies.
2 cups of this, 2 cups of that.
Now the eggs. We drop the shells to the floor
as we blow apprehension from our dusty
lungs and tip-toe upon all we have said
without our tongues.
I think: So this is how it is to live in love:
To rise and serve,
To watch and hold my breath as they sway this way and that,
teetering towards goodbyes instead of goodnights.
I find my footprints in front of the kitchen sink for the third time today.
The skittish mother bird flits off behind the window-Her soon to-be-babies encased in paper-thin armor.
Finches: white eggs with black specks.
Did you know that male finches often have two broods
of babies, one with each of his two lovers
in the very same nest?
And yet life is simple.
I’ve hung a hammock from the walnut tree to the fence post
beneath the pomegranate bush.
Here I lie awake and listen closely to the
flirtatious courtship of the birds,
the hee-haw of one donkey to the hee-haw of the other
across the road.
Companionship taunts me with even the sheep’s clumsy
Dependence upon the fence for a back scratch.
Life is simple as the wind’s presence goes unnoticed
till it brushes up against the leaves
and makes them dance unabashedly.
There is life all around,
but death under every atomic surface.
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Life is simple as I close my hand around the one-winged butterfly
and it is simple as I brush the last speck of dirt over top the
gold and black velveteen appendage that once
glided on cotton candy belts of
evening light.
Life is simple as I hold her worn, leathery hand
against my cheek
And we talk about the berries and the never-ending drought
And the day I’ll say “I do”
All the while her dry hands sponge up the stream of salt water
on my face.
My understanding of life is thisSome seasons we are like hummingbirds,
sucking from the earth every ounce of sweetness that exists.
In colder seasons- like polar bears in their diminishing home.
On all fours we cry out in anguish as
our loved ones drift away on rafts of blue,
too starved, too cold to make the swim back to land.
We stand on the soggy edge and watch, one paw held
high above our heads, until the white speck fades entirely into the gray.
Life is far from simple,
and I place my china-blue cup under the Keurig
so it will be there when I wake up.

for me and my friends
Matt Schmincke

there is a gas station
in front of my house
that me and my friends
go to in the summer
on our bikes with
a sign that says
“you are okay. no one knows what they are doing.”
in big bright flashing red neon
letters next to the
broken coffee machine and
the cheap cigarettes.
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Harmony, IV

Christina Schuman

Autumn Synesthesia
Silas Tippens

The trees branch out their reds and yellows.
Their last battle cry before the frost.
The further north, the more pronounced
As they recall the life they lost.
Shouting in color upon deaf ears,
Such beauty produced at a deadly cost.
The reds rage on
With blistering hate.
“Is there no escape
From our inevitable fate?”
The orange reminisce
On the seasons before.
“Winter is knocking,
But Spring is next door.”
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The yellows enjoy
The weather while it lasts.
“Best to live in the present
Than the future or past.”
The browns mutter softly
The last lesson to learn.
“From dust I arose,
So to dust I return.”

Roommates
Alex Wheat

I awoke with a sense of disapproval. In her voice there was modality of confusion and subsequent discontentment. I opted to forlorn the exposure and accepted the aid of pillow and sheets.
This was my beat of consciousness, my attempt at being human, “What time do your parents
come today?” Her reply slipped my ears as cleverly as the beat had passed. Again I resided to the
comfort of pillow and sheets, and again I forlorned exposure to her world, bearing all weight in
my own.

A Garden I Visit
Calvin Cummings

A grove
not edenic
that I
don’t belong to
but find
myself in on occasion
out of greed,
sometimes despair,
always slipping away
with healing wounds broken open,
knitted flesh now blown apart,
yes, in going to this place
I pull a loose
sweater-thread
in utter anxiety, self-pleasure
with every entrance
and every exit.
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Tree Bark

Greg Van Dyke
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Children’s Play
Teresa Harwood

Wild onions
Ripe in the ground
Smell soaking the playground. —
Children running about
Dirt flying from hands and feet—
Laughter loud.
Half crouched down
In the mud
After the rain
Digging up worms,
Covered in germs,
Laughter loud.
Children running about.
A group huddles by
The empty swingset,
Making a stew
Of meat and fiber:
Grass and worms,
Worms and grass
—“Hey, let’s add seasoning,
Doesn’t taste right”—
Then a five-year old
Stumbles around,
Holding a palace-load
Of ripe onions and mulch,
Tosses it in the stew.
Children running about.
Then they have their stew
On bowls of leaves
Under sky with no dew —Laughter loud.
Day after the rain fell
And wiped out
A tree or two.
Laughter loud.
Children running about.
The playground is their school
Here they learn
As they make and drink
Their stew.
Laughter loud.
Children running about.
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The Red Bike
Greg Van Dyke

Punctuated Loneliness
Elisabeth Trefsgar

Misty valley,
Swathed in silence:
An opaque morning;
Trees like matchsticks—
Can you see them?
They pierce the landscape!
The smell of pine…
Forgotten dreams
And such cruel heartbreak.
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The Day I Knew It Was Winter
Hunter Rasmussen

The day I couldn’t close myself in a book just yet,
Because I had to feel a snatch of poetry
Finally erupt from my dormant fingertips,
Trembling to write –
That was the day I knew it was winter.
The day the whole mountain stood still and knew
And listened, trembling and whispering
With browning boughs, Shhh...
And a single twitchy figure, thin and bundled,
Hurries across the scared-pale sidewalk,
The day the clouds pressed on my eyes,
So far off, off-white, stretching bare canvas
So empty, the vast upward space of a photograph,
The day the wind burned our ears and
As I put up my hood, girl laughed at me,
And I laughed at myself,
Because I already knew it would be so dark,
So dark at only six p.m.,
The day he smiled at my numbing fingers
Hanging out the window to snatch the season,
And he prophesied to reassure me,
“I think the cold is here to stay,”
And the sky’s white hands snatched me up –
That was the day I knew it was winter.

Noticing

Elisabeth Trefsgar
The whole of today is a spherical poem—
From the slight gray thrush
Perched among glass-bead raindrops
That hang, shivering,
On the bareness of a winter bush;
To the crooked branches,
Puckered with green sprouts,
Which shoot from the trunks
Of ancient trees overhead.
The oyster-shell whiteness of the sky,
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Crowded with rainclouds
And cradling the pearly sun,
Sings of poetry;
As do the infant shoots of grass,
Struggling up through fertile earth
And lending the scent of spring.
It is all
Poetry.
Every scrap of today.
Even I am
Poetry—
Even the yellow flower,
Crushed on the walking-path
Drowned by the rain,
Is a word in this poem:
A short, sad word;
A sigh.

One Hundred Captured in Northern Syria
Calvin Cummings

Don’t let it in.
You have work to do
and there is that sun casting
that tree in that way
there’s its shadow
on the grass doing that thing
that enamors you
all while children play with broken branches
and what can you do
but worry?
So mourn then, but
then there’s the ice-sheathed grass
where children will play with broken branches and
the blades break as glass breaks
as you walk on them to class.
And if one of these
unwell gun-owners
tears through this here
and this now erasing
the ice and the grass
and the children then
we need a record,
but why my record?
I feel it welling.
Don’t let it in.
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Webs

Energy Portrait
Chris Blake

congratulations on*
Matt Schmincke

your phone is on my
way home from work and
i don’t think that you can
get a job in the morning and
i’m still waiting for you and
i don’t know how to make the
best of luck to all my friends and
relatives of victims of my life and
death in my head hurts so bad but
i don’t think that you can
get a new song on
this kid has been in
the morning to all my heart.
*written with iOS 8 QuickType feature

with his voice

Rachel Krumenacker
I woke up this morning to rubbery sheets
and sighs and I
swallowed down her name with a couple of pills and whatever’s left of my dignity
Her name doesn’t stay down well as it keeps coming back up
in conversation
I know I have a type
of face that intimidates people
I only regret loving one woman, the only woman I ever loved
instead of a child she bore me
a grudge
She left behind her fingerprints, sunburnt into my arm
as we sat on the concrete doorstep
and she fell
asleep on me
My hand moved every few minutes
to shade her eyes from the panoramic sunset
Her last lover was my same size
I don’t know why he left
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his clothes so abruptly in her bureau
She dresses me in his left-behinds, her left-overs, when I stay
Last night I slept on the dog’s blanket
because she wouldn’t let me in her bed
Lying close to a person
lets you trust them, but
there’s no trust in
lying to a person close to you
I have three stitches in my lip
close me up I can’t poke the needle through my own skin
I am my own Gordian knot, but I cannot cut through myself to solve the problem
what else can I do when the discord tangles within me,
angry at the world (that reflects in myself )?
love is the pink flesh under a scab, strong
with scar tissue
but god does it hurt pulling out those stitches
And look at that
she fits me
just like his clothes

my words

Matt Schmincke
i want my words to be friends
with simple songs
and field recordings of
kids and summer rainstorms and
home videos and birthday parties
and i want them to make
people think of good things
like family and chocolate milk
and i want them to be read
by people who want
to read them and i want them
to be warm and
comfortable and happy
and safe and fun and i want them
to go somewhere to be
friends with
someone who
feels alone.
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5am, plane steadily descending
Rachel Krumenacker

and I see stars
I can see the road without headlights
the sky greens,
the underpass passes overhead,
the airport becoming the foreground.
and
my phone’s vibrations
are no replacement
for your heartbeat.

Ambiguity, a Partial Theodicy
Hunter Rasmussen

Part 1: Local Ambiguity, or, Garden-Pathed
Dirt stumbles on with Living in hand,
tossing back to crumbling; gold houses
man no more. The hand of Mercy shoves
them out as Justice thrusts at the ground
and tears up the waiting tree, replanting.
Life falls underfoot and panic digs
her nails into his forearm, first blood.
The race of dust races to dust, a long
burning trail. Shadows crawl alone;
scraping wearily on red sands them down.
But blessed be this path, as anything is,
is right; rivers follow same head to same mouth,
sinking down and wandering slow, always.
How shall Dirt claim atmospheric view?
But fiery paths still scorch God-given feet.
Part 2: Global Ambiguity, or, The Garden Alone
The best world pierced with arrow languishes,
and still it wanders, wounded, limping into
the grave at last. How does Mercy’s hand
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allow this to pass? Does she not know what
the left is doing? Who will stop its ruin?
Ah, but the rod and staff beat and lead.
The same holds both, the same feels both,
falling upon his dirty skin: best blood.
The mass migration toward the dusty end
stirs in greater confusion, converges on him.
There is no path, but he made a way.
The tip which pricked the worst world
flies through the best man, straight away
puncturing the chaos of unkempt gardens.
Questions stand still, but he with them.

After Reading Marcuse
Calvin Cummings

Two people, the beginnings of hunger, walking
a switchback in early Fall, the late afternoon
glazed by autumnal humidity. A storm came through the night before
unveiling all the colors in the pebbles, pine needles, fungal chromas,
slate slick with puddle leaks,
maple leaf gone purple with wetness
and the silver corners of goldfinches hopping
across the fields of dead oranges.
Lichen-sheathed branches scatter the trail.
They’ve been watching their steps, asking each other questions,
manicuring the path they share, sun breaking wood
against them as they move together. They peel off layers,
tie sweaters around their waists, walk farther, and continue to wonder
if they are not alone as the sky pinks and blooms and acorns fall.
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Untitled No. 3
Hope Johnson

and I see stars
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Unanswered

Christina Schuman

A Conversation of Glacial Proportions
Hillary Eames

From the ancient belief that, in arctic regions, words would freeze upon utterance and could only be
heard once thawed.
We are both standing
on the tips of two icebergs,
one drifting farther
away from the other.
I see the breath
of your phrases condense
and fall into
the hungry sea.
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Adolesence

Rachel Krumenacker
I told him, that he shouldn’t wear sandals in the winter,
and Leon answered that they are his only pair of shoes
that don’t have holes in them.
I said that if his shoes didn’t have any holes in them,
he wouldn’t be able to put his feet in!
Then he tripped.
One of his knobbled feet caught on the gnawed-on leg of the kitchen table.
I burnt my fingers on the glue gun watching
my science fair project
– lemon jell-o, plastic beads, glass bowl –
shatter to the floor
due tomorrow.
I cried.
I’m sorry, I’m sorry.
“I’ll be happy to take you to Walmart when you stop acting like a little girl.”
I look up to Leon, and his voice.
Suddenly, I am a little girl,
and he is my father,
and he is calling me Fool for leaving the house without a coat.
When I tell him I won’t be cold,
He says, “Be a fool, then. You’ll regret not listening to me.”
Leon has left
me to clean the mess,
my hands soaked in lemon jell-o and lemon pledge.
I keep forgetting not to rub my eyes,
two bruises from crying.
Step on a crack, break your mother’s back.
Step. Step. Step.
Thank god for the self-absorption of others
that lets no one see my face
of tears on a crowded street.
I’m not grownup;
my nose still runs when it’s cold outside.
I walk halfway across town before I remember
I do not have any money. I will have to ask my mother.
My mother’s returned from work. Smoking at the same chewed-up kitchen table,
she yells at me for the sticky floor
and for breaking her old glass dish.
“Use your common sense. You’re old enough to know better.”
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Suddenly, I am a little girl,
with big shoes and a small voice,
and my older friends are driving me home from school in their car.
When I whisper they’ve passed the turn for my street,
laughing, they say, “We forgot you were back there.”
On-again, off-again Leon and his yellow eyes
dresses me in his jacket that he secretly hates.
It’s red with white stripes, and I’m glad it doesn’t smell like Leon,
because on a good day Leon smells like my shoes,
even when he remembers to shower.
He says, “That’s okay, we can use my money,”
and I let him
even though I know all he has in his wallet is all he has.
We purchase two packs of Ver-ee Cherr-ee Gelatin Dessert because
Leon can’t afford the brand name.
The toothless Walmart lady doesn’t talk to us,
calculating our purchase in scowling silence.
I’m glad because I would have stared at her gums again.
When we get back to my house, Leon fills the percolator to the brim and gets out only one mug
and the insta-joe.
He doesn’t drink coffee.
Leon and I find that hot glue is more permanent than many of our past relationships,
Ver-ee Cherr-ee tastes like pixy sticks,
and 6am looks yellower on the other side of the morning,
when you’re just going to bed,
instead of just waking up.
Tucking my new glass bowl under my arm for school, I see Leon’s red-and-white jacket hanging
on a chair.
I told him, that if he doesn’t like it, he should throw it away,
but his mom or his aunt or someone left it to him.
Maybe he leaves it for me.
Suddenly I am a little girl,
with bushy hair and gap teeth,
and the hems of my shirts and pants are always a little too short.
When I talk to people,
I still see that little girl standing in my place.
I’m sorry, I’m sorry.
Leon’s jacket stays hanging on the chair.
Daddy, I will not be cold.
The little girl closes the front door behind her,
and leaves without her coat.
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Coffee Cups

Carrie Woodward
The surfaces of my childhood were covered with coffee cups. Tables and counters around the
house were suitable for stacking mugs of coffee one after another. These half-empty vessels were
left behind by my dad, who routinely set cups down and walked away, only to return two hours
later to finish the cold dregs. Sometimes our kitchen would hold three or four partly-filled cups
of cold coffee, scattered across counters. If my mom dumped one out and rinsed the mug, my dad
would inevitably appear a few minutes later wondering what happened to his coffee and demanding to know who was responsible for its loss.
This is not a love letter to coffee or to coffee cups, but a recognition of the unobtrusive yet
prominent place that both have in a life. I think over my childhood, and coffee was always a
part of my dad’s routine; before letting the dog out or reading the morning paper he turned on
the kitchen coffee pot. Cup in hand, he would shuffle in his bathrobe and slippers to sit in his
chair outside, reading and drinking coffee before driving to work for the day. Coffee is a habit, as
consistent and dependable as my dad sending me off to a playdate, sleepover, college visit, or new
semester with a kiss on the head and command to “Be good!”
Though I didn’t drink coffee until college, because of my dad it was part of my childhood.
When I was small, he would sit in his armchair or at our dining room table, fixing a fishing lure,
watching a baseball game, or reading a novel, and he would say, “Carrie-berry, why don’t you go
fix me some coffee?” Then off I would scamper, my bare feet pattering across the kitchen tile,
resolutely set on fixing my daddy his coffee as he called behind me, “Make sure the sugar is just
right!” As my mom poured the Maxwell House blend into a mug I would clamber up a stepstool
and onto the countertops to pull the sugar down from the cabinet. Once I had stirred in sugar
and creamer, I judged the coffee’s palatability not through taste but by look. When the creamer
had turned the coffee a swirling khaki color, I would hop down from the step stool and use both
hands to carefully carry the cup to my dad. Then I stood at his side anxiously waiting for him
to taste and say, as he always did, “Mm-mmm.” My dad not only mmm’ed through every cup of
coffee I made, he swallowed them all.
I necessarily associate coffee with my daddy, and the first time I cried after leaving the hospital
was when I walked into our kitchen to find my mom standing tearfully at the sink. “I just found
his coffee cup,” she said, biting her lip and looking down at the Covenant College mug she held
in her hands. The remainder of that past day’s brew still sat at the bottom of the cup, the creamer
sour and the sugar sticky on the bottom, the last almost-finished mug my dad would leave hidden
in our home. I haven’t fixed coffee for anyone but myself in a long time, and I don’t take sugar in
mine.
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a paradelle on the behalf of Billy Collins,
for all the people i have ever met
Matt Schmincke

we watch our parents in the morning
we watch our parents in the morning
when it’s raining outside and the grass is wet.
when it’s raining outside and the grass is wet.
our parents in the grass when it’s raining,
outside we watch and the morning is wet.
i cannot understand the depths of your love
i cannot understand the depths of your love
or how you’ve put up with me for so many years.
or how you’ve put up with me for so many years.
your years understand me, for i cannot love.
or how you’ve put up with the depths of so many.
sometimes i think too much
sometimes i think too much
so please just go back to sleep.
so please just go back to sleep.
i just sleep too much sometimes,
so please think to go back.
your parents think when it’s raining in the morning, and
sometimes i just cannot understand me much, so
please, you’ve put the depths back to sleep with our love.
for many years back is too, go up, outside. so we, or i,
watch the wet grass of how.
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An Art Historian With Her Son
Calvin Cummings

What colors do you see
Miles?
There blue…
Yes that’s blue.
What else?
And black,
Grey…
Good honey.
Ok.
Now this man.
Look honey
is he old?
Yeah.
How do you know?
Cuz he’s
in
a painting.
Because he’s in a painting!
Uh huh.
And green.
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Untitled No. 4
Hope Johnson

The Walk

Elisabeth Trefsgar
Today my daughter dressed me in my reflective orange traffic vest and tightened the straps under my ribs until they wrinkled my shirt and made my skin itch. She was humming as she did it,
something she only did when she wasn’t paying attention. Maybe that’s why she pulled the straps
too tight. I’m sure she didn’t mean it.
She said, “It’s a little chilly out there, Dad, you want a hat?” I think I nodded, but it must have
looked like I shook my head, because she didn’t give me a hat. She gave me a scarf, though, so
that was nice. She knelt down and lifted my feet and shoved them into my shoes. It must have
been hard because I was wearing my thick wool socks, like I always did when the trees got brown,
and she stopped humming. The shoes slid on with a pop—that might have been my ankle—and
she did the Velcro straps and slapped my feet with a “That’s it!”
She took my hand and pulled me to my feet, letting me catch my balance holding onto her shoulders before she tugged me towards the door. “Come on, Dad, it’s a beautiful day.” On our way out
she hit the remote, and Family Feud blinked off the television. That made me a little sad, because
I’d wanted the Johnsons to win, and I didn’t think they would without me watching. But then she
pulled me out the door, and the cool air hit me and I was too shocked to care anymore.
“Down the steps,” she said. She stood at the bottom among the leaves, gripping my hands. “One
at a time. Come on. You can do it.”
I stepped lopsidedly out onto the first step and brought my second leg down before I toppled
into her. She pushed against me to straighten me out and nodded her head. “There we go. Good
job. Two more.”
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I saw my breath in the air. My lungs rattled when I breathed, and I thought my nose was running. But I stepped, and stepped again onto the sidewalk. She took my arm and hooked it into
hers and sighed. “Isn’t this nice? Don’t you just love fall?”
I said yes, yes I love fall more than any other season, but she started walking and the words
tripped over each other just like my feet. We went our normal way down the road, walking on the
left side up towards the horse farms far back in the trees. Cars passed us, and sometimes I could
see through the window and catch a fleeting glimpse of a face, and I wondered what that face was
thinking about me in my orange traffic vest and unwieldy shoes. I hoped that they thought, there
goes a man who has lived a good life—you can tell by the way he walks that he lived a good life.
Even if he stumbles a little, his life was a good one. And there is his daughter, who loves him very
much because of the way she holds his arm. Even if she did his straps a little too tightly today,
you can tell she loves him by the way she holds his arm. We should stop and say hello, and talk
to him for a while. He has seen many more autumns than we have. When he was young, autumn
passed more slowly, and he stopped and watched it more closely, and saw more than we do today
as we drive past in our cars. He can tell us the secrets of autumn, and as we talk we will find that
we like him very much, because he led a good life. His stories will delight us, and we will ask for
more, and because he has lived such a very long time he will have more, and he will tell us those,
too. Perhaps we will go home with him, because we like him so much, and we will sit and listen to
his stories, and perhaps his kind daughter will take off his shoes which are too big and take off his
orange traffic vest she insists he wears to be safe while he walks up and down the road (because
she loves him so) and let us watch Family Feud, and we will cheer for the Johnsons because it’s
what he’d want us to do. And after that we will stay a little longer into the night, and we will eat
the delicious cherry pie his daughter used to make (with real, red cherries) and made for us again
(because she loves him so) and then we will go home. But we will come back and visit again,
because there goes a man who led a good life and who has a kind daughter, and we would like to
know him.
The cars passed with the wet hiss of tires on leaves. I stopped watching them go by after a while,
and I focused on walking to keep up with my daughter. She talked about work, and how things
at the hospital were hard, and how her coworker Sally—Susan? Sandy. How Sharon was having
a baby soon, and why is it that she won’t find out if it’s a boy or a girl so that everyone can get the
appropriately colored gifts?
A cat ran across the street ahead of us, close down against the black pavement. Its body is
brown and its paws were white, and they flashed like bells as the cat raced away into the tall grass.
My feet crunched on the gravel near the edge of the street; beyond that there was white dirt, and
then trees. My daughter always made me walk on the outside of the road, but she was so very
good at making sure I don’t fall off the edge. She walked near the cars, and when they pass the
wind lifted her hair playfully. She started talking about work again. Looks like her mother, a little
bit, but I think she mostly looks like me. The way her jaw works when she talks is me—it juts out
just a little when she says yes, and recedes ever so slightly when she says no. Her butterscotch hair,
fizzled with gray, is—was—mine. (Her mother loved my hair, she thought I was so handsome. I
never found another woman who thought I was so handsome). Those hazel eyes are mine, though
hers are less rimmed by wrinkles than mine are. Her long nose is her mother’s, as is her tall body
and slim shoulders. And the way she tilts her head when she listens to me—that is her mother.
And the way she rests her hand on top of my arm when we walk side by side like this—that, too,
is her mother.
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“Remember when we used to go for walks all the time?” my daughter asked. There was a shift in
her voice, just a little drop in tone.
We still do, I said, but my scuffling feet were too loud and she couldn’t hear. So I moved my arm
against hers, shakily, just to let her know that I was listening.
“You started letting me come along when I was a little girl.” The lines around her eyes grew
deeper. That freckled skin folded over and over again as she smiled. “I remember that you would
sneak into my bedroom before the sun rose and wake me up. You’d carry me out into the kitchen
and let me sit by the stove while you made us breakfast. It was usually oatmeal, sometimes with
raisins, and you’d let me finish first.”
I bent my head a little to watch our feet. She was walking slower. I tried to match my strides to
hers, but my left foot dragged, and she was always ahead.
“After breakfast”—her voice sounded like our feet on the gravel—“if it was cold you’d pull on
my little pink coat and button it up and work my feet into my shoes and wrap a big scarf around
my head, and we’d go walking together. Up and down this road. Do you remember that?”
I remembered how little her hands were in mine. When I first started bringing her with me,
she’d sometimes trip and fall and I’d lift her just under her arms and swing her high onto my hip
and kiss those frosty cheeks. We’d laugh into each other’s mouths until our breath mixed together
and blurred my glasses. Was it this road we walked? How long ago it seemed.
“Those were my favorite days,” she said, and she sounded small, like the cat with the white feet
that ran so close to the ground. “Maybe I’m just crazy thinking that dragging you out here as
often as I do will help you remember. Do you like walking with me?”
I said, Of course I do, but a bird jumped from a branch above my head and shook the world and
I had to watch it fly away and it took the words with it. To her I must have appeared very much
like a child, with my eyes wide and my mouth open and my whole frail body leaning on her to
keep from falling over. She stopped and watched with me, and then we walked the rest of the way
in the heavy silence that autumn brings.
When we got home she helped me climb the steps and knelt down and pulled off my shoes.
She hung the traffic vest in the closet and made me comfortable in my blue recliner and turned
on Family Feud. It was now the Hershey family against the Thompson family, and I decided to
cheer for the Thompsons because they looked like the underdogs. For dinner my daughter made
us string beans and meat loaf (my plate was a little cold, but I’m sure she didn’t mean for it to be).
Dessert was cherry pie, but I knew as soon as I tasted it that the cherries were from a can.
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Skin

Ensign

Christina Schuman

thoughts during sleep paralysis
Rachel Krumenacker

a thread of your hair winds my arm like a golden anaconda
I once saw at a zoo
congealing around a branch as wide as its trunkbut your arms
		
so thin
the needle went through
					twice
and, of course, I dreamed again
of my teeth falling out
scared what everyone will think of my smile now
?
spitting bloody molars into my palm
crunching
gagging
choking on a mouthful of shattered lightbulb teeth
shining with the luminescence of tapioca pearls –
they are tapioca pearls-not teeth
dreams let you know what you see is meant to be something else,
(teeth become tapioca pearls,)
like all the times I dreamed of you
but you had a stranger
’s face,
yet I called you

my brother

because that was who you were supposed to be

My Body Sweats
Alex Wheat

The light shines from behind me,
The morning sun.
I thirst for pure water, living water.
My body sweats in an air conditioned house.
I ate the furnace,
Now it burns inside of me.
The nickel spigot serves me well to fill my cup
But I am thirsty still.
My body sweats under the ceiling fan,
I ate my grief,
Now it burns inside of me.
This cup serves me well,
I drink, the cool water slaps my tongue and throat
But I am thirsty still.
The water won’t put out the fire burning inside of me,
My grief is too large,
My body sweats.
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Untitled

Greg Van Dyke
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Ella Fitzgerald in the Background
Shannon Hunt

The swanky slow riff of the saxophone
Sounded like a black dress sliding off my shoulders,
Dropping to the floor.
No one stood across from me.
I swayed pale and naked
Staring into the 1910’s, 20’s,
Maybe 30’s crystal floor length mirror.
I was as comfortable as my pre-reflective self on Grandma’s couch,
Homemade quilt tented over me.
Fitzgerald be-bopped and Armstrong
Made gravelly notes sound like
Butter and syrup on Sunday morning pancakes.
Cases of American Indian jewelry sat in dust flecked,
Sunny spotlight
I was in a time warp,
Watching microscopic specks of neglect
Layer the otherwise glistening case.
Mahogany giants,
Once full of ostentatious gowns and guises,
Towered all around me.
Despite their new form, they still
Seemed like treesHow they stood in mysterious silence,
Collecting the secrets of more finite passers-by.
Furniture would be the perfect shape to take
For trees who wish to go on observing in different lightFor here they remain in the stillness of the antique store,
Possessing in their lacquered wood grain
The secrets of generations, the fashions of eras.
To my left, a white and candy-red stove leans against the wall,
A nostalgic “Drink Coca Cola” sign perched on its burner.
I imagine a Lucy, an Ethel, a Doris
Bent over the oven with their full, mid length skirts
Fanned around their maternal hips.
Slowly they turn, steaming casserole in oven-mitted hand,
Perky smiles plastered on their faces.
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I thought about the lives that have been lived,
How this thing called ..living has been done
Billions of times.
Each liver thinking their living to be poignant enough
To create a style, a tradition, a legacy.
I’m glad for it, sure.
Because fads reveal finitude.
And in this antique store, human finitude and failings
Are priced and displayed:
The broach-once a nametag of status.
The type-writer- once a groundbreaking advancement in human efficiency.
The lava lamp…the toaster…
All of it, junk.
So why do we sparkle in light of nostalgia,
Does the Jack in the Box and the rocking Horse nearly move us to tears?
If anything, antique stores should sober usRevealing the pointlessness of it all.
So maybe it makes sense why customers peruse in such solemnity,
Moving sloth-like through the aisles,
Their eyes intent yet glossed over.
The tinkling of the bell sounds their arrival
Into the Museum of all that we have lost
That we will continue to lose.
The romance between saxophone and piano played on
As dust fell upon someone’s treasures.
It made sense for my dress to lie on the floor,
For me to remain naked amid history.
I have nothing, and life repeats.
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Untitled No. 76.381
Chris Blake
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Who Is This Body (for Easter)
Calvin Cummings

Who is this body we wonder over eternal?
Who contains infinite shrouded mirrors,
Who roots around in garbage for his treasures,
shares swill with swine?
Who is this body I know wider and
as I know wider know I know less?
Who is this body who drained our cups
drunk as chemo for the cancer-free?
While we edit the stanza
I jest, He must love poison,
love to suffer it,
Kendra pauses, blinks,
How could we know we’re known,
be somehow certain, if his grief were tinged or wholly
desire?
So
nothing short of mourning for
this once manger-cradled bundle
this sinewed lux
this ram who came to catch himself.
Who is this body who bade us come
to wrap each another with himself
for no reasonable but wonderful too wonderful
reason?

New Girl
James Baird

You dance in the night of my thoughts,
With flowers in your hair,
Throughout the cold air of my mind.
‘Round the center of my tender
Soul, you sway in accord
With a metronome set to grace.
Your figure--its stilled beauty and
Appeal--is most precious;
And in my affection, secret.
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Speech-Act Theory
Hunter Rasmussen

Sleep dribbles downward, maté spittle scattering ink:
smeared cheek as ancient whispers beat their drums:
Ptah
No one is seen. Swallow awake, taste of notes,
drying face. Must study. Seas of characters
lap at the margins, full to overflowing,
spilling out and crashing in upon itself.
One name stands upon the surface, bold
against the tumult, glaring, commanding.
Dullness of reading slavishly bows down
before him who bids me name him.
Lexicon, lungs, mouth, ready to act;
yet visceral reflexes tug back,
refuse to let the sound pour forth.
Mind pushes and heart pulls back, terrified.
“So flippant always, what stops you?”
He asks her. “Speech flows, a mighty stream,
never ceasing, never meaning, never fearing.”
“But upon the lips, he is within me,” she begs.
“Words form mightiest temples, and names altars;
Speak another name, build a different shrine.
But let me not hear from this mouth him whose
words depend on another. Let the Word be named.”

With Love and Squalor
Hillary Eames

Saints and sinners, of whom I am the worst,
are you afraid of blood?
If I speak in the tongues of men and of demons
if my doubt can crumble mountains, if
I surrender my body to flame after flame
be patient with me,
be kind.
I can cut myself open
with naked heart beating
on your kitchen table;
It’s happened before.
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Here and here and here are the scars;
this one is still healing,
I’ve sewn it myself,
with thick stitches like Frankenstein.
Will you dress to match me and stand
your bandaged body next to mine?
Because I’ll page through your broken images
set the bones that you’ve shattered,
and mop up your guts
whenever you’ve fallen
and spilled on the floor.
My hands may be shaking,
but I’ll act as surgeon,
and the blind may walk hand in hand.

Demington

Christina Schuman
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trumpets will blare out of a raging sky
Matt Schmincke

i once met a man on a bus
in the middle of the summer
in a swollen city.
he had one leg
and two eyes
and he sat between an
elderly couple who smelled
like stale urine
and cold earth.
he spoke only once.
in a beautifully gilded
voice he said,
“we are all good people. we do
not need to hurt each other.”
before throwing himself
out of the window and over
a bridge into an endlessly
forgiving sea.
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Wit

Doris Day
Chris Blake

Aesop’s Titanic
Hannah McCoy

One should first know
that if you have premarital sex,
it will result in the death
of thousands.
Surviving a premarital
encounter is easy, however,
as long as you are of the
richer class.
If you consider suicide
you will instead gain a lover,
but he will then die along with
everyone else.
Loving someone you just met
means saying their name repeatedly,
because that’s all you know
about them.
(Voyeurism may also cause
thousands of people to die,
because you are not watching
for icebergs.)

Laser of Doom
Silas Tippens

The kitten skedaddles across the room
To catch any object that dares to move.
And there it looms with bright red fumes.
— He’s yet to capture the laser of doom!
Playful pouncing with prancing precision,
Never suspecting the giver of provision.
“Halt bright light, ye defier of Physics!
Explain your ways (though spare the specifics).
How might I gain your unkempt power?
Imagine the amount of birds I’d devour
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If I could scale walls and trees
At breakneck speeds with relative ease!”
The light vanished.
“I suppose a cat can dream.”

Thought Experiment
Silas Tippens

Love is a free fall
And I’m afraid of the ground.
If I jump and no one’s there,
Will my body make a sound?

This Poem Isn’t Going Anywhere
Cliff Foreman

What good can a poem do?
Found on the road, discarded trash-“words, words, words”--unread,
does it even make a sound?
Theses nailed to the cathedral door,
declaration, manifesto, statement,
inaugural address, anthem, pledge, decree-these things matter, people say.
Not song sung in the shower,
the book in the flame, on fire.
The poem, “unacknowledged
waste paper of the world.”
This poem isn’t going anywhere-the pretty peasant maid
sitting on a sheet by the road,
in the film that was never made.
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Rockwell + Plant
Greg Van Dyke
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11:35

Silas Tippens
I spent three quarters
On a whole cookie
To hear its half-baked
Two cents.

The Calculus

Hunter Rasmussen
“Holy shift! Look at the asymptote
On that motherfunction!” Says a twenty-first
Century teacher; I see Democritus, his
Head thrown back across a series of
Infinitesimal spaces, two parabolas
Revealing his teeth as he laughs greatly.
He smacks Archimedes on his back, who
Strokes his beard, unsure whether to consent.
Perhaps he couldn’t hear over the verbal
Trajectories hurled by Newton and Leibniz,
Rising from their infuriated chests, zero-sloping,
And hurtling back down sharply, bitingly.
How odd, it occurs to me, that they are
Arguing for credit of kindey stones...
But then, neither can claim the invisible
Qualities manifesting through bacteria,
Temperature, meteorology, human behavior.
But whose calculi could these be, that their
Fingers add one or more, and the entire universe
Rotates or expands with increasing acceleration?
Whose compass and graphing calculator first
Decided that the Earth would orbit the Sun
At the rate it does? Who laid the foundations
Of sine and cosine at the beginning of time?
A figure, whose limit as x approaches positive
Or negative infinity is, in fact, infinite,
Is rotated about the x-axis, and the y-axis,
and the z-axis, and axes we can’t comprehend.
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A figure running at such-and-such a pace on
Graph paper can’t see the hand that draws him,
And a fourth-dimensional sphere rolls innocuously
Through our classroom, and we unassuming scientists
Who study the area underneath a thunderhead
As it claps instantaneously and rattles our brains,
We are some strange derivative of the massive figure,
Counting our kidney deposits and drawing curves

Matt

Greg Van Dyke
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